The article deals with the cases of contextual subjectification of the meaning of the Middle English verb «may/mighte» in «The Canterbury Tales» by G.Chaucer.». The purpose of the research is to define the pragmatic factorsof its grammaticalization as a marker of the speech acts of permission and assertion.
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(1) The subjectification of the meanings of language units arising in speech implicatures as new senses, those of modal verbs in particular, is recognized as one of the major factors of their further grammaticalization. Meanings based in the external situation tend to become dependent on the internal (evaluative, perceptional, cognitive) or metalinguistic situation,
i.e. they tend to becomeincreasingly based in the speaker's subjective belief state/attitude toward the situation.The unidirectional development of modalities «dynamic > deontic > epistemic» impliesthe appearance ofstronger subjective senses from earlier weak ones [Traugott, 1990, pp. 499-501] . Thus one and the same modal verb can express more or less subjective shades of its meaning(s) at every stage of its historical development.
(2) Context-induced reinterpretation is the ground for the rising of new meanings from earlier peripheral senses. It involves the following stages: 1) the use of alanguage item in «bridging contexts», which have both common and different features with the known contexts; 3)the appearance of «switching contexts» with a new meaning; 4) the conventionalization of the new meaning regardless the context [Heine, 2002, pp. 84-5] .
The study of the contextual subjectification of modal meaningscan help to reveal the dynamics of semantic and pragmatic shifts taking place during a certain period.
(3) In Middle English «may/mighte» generally continued to express its original meanings of ability and possibility. The sense of objectivity could become stronger when it rendered «eventuality», «contingency» or «admissibility of supposition», or it could weaken in the expressions of uncertainty about an event in the sense of «perhaps + infinitive». However, these shades of meaning did not have a formal expression [Visser, 1973, The verb of obligation«shal» marks the knight's wife promise to please him, but considering her obedience to him in the context of their relations its realization depends on his consent, so «may» is sooner the marker of a humble request than of a statement of ability.A similar example is WBT 1236-38.
(7) The subjectification of «may» is highest in the conventional expression of a wish, whereit is used instead of theprincipal verb of permission «moote» as a marker of the optative: (12) The degree of thesubjectification of the deontic and epistemic meanings of «may/mighte» in CT varies from weak in «bridging contexts»,where it needs cognitive and communicative grounding, towarda much stronger onein «switching contexts». Theuses of «may/mighte» for the expression of requests, wishes, statements of certainty and subjective suppositions can be regarded asthe sufficient evidence of its gradual grammaticalizationas a marker of permission and assertion in Middle English.
